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Abstract: The measurement of the geological features of Earth, including mountain peaks, islands, coastlines, 
rivers, ancient archeological sites, and, Holy sites, using a protractor, ruler, and compass, along with a Mercator 
Projection map (used in navigation and aviation), that plainly show that their locations, which current science says 
should be random, are, in fact, aligned at the cardinal angles, and their divisors, based on the 360 degree protractor. 
With Easter Rapa Nui Island (first mapped Easter Sunday,1722, meaning “Navel of the World”) and it’s 90 degree 
north/south alignment with the intersect-point of the Dine’ Tribe Holy Mountains in the Four-Corner states of 
Arizona/Colorado/New Mexico/Utah. With world famous Easter Rapa Nui Island as the center and starting-point of 
a geometric/geographic pattern and story, encompassing the globe, proving intelligent design and fulfilling ancient 
recorded prophesies.  
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1. Introduction: 
GOD’s Mathematical Signs on Earth and in the 
Heavens: 

Intelligent Mathematical/Geometrical 
Location and Alignments of the Geological and 
Archeological Landmarks of Earth, and, that same 
Mathematical/Geometrical Pattern in the 
Astrophysical Landmarks of the Heavens, 
including: Stars, Nebulas, Kilonovas, Radio-Burst, 
Galaxies, and the Map of the Cosmos; Revealing a 
Story In Geometry-Based Pictographs Language, 
Constructed of Mountains and Galaxies, and even 
Our Very Histories and Holy Sites, That Tell A 
Message Uniting All People, Nations, and 
Religions, While Proving That The Historical 
Figure, Named, JESUS, Was/Is GOD’s Son; 
Including, the Fulfilled Prophesies of The World’s 
Tribes and Religious Texts, and more. 

Since spoken and recorded history, mankind has 
told of GOD mathematically arranging the universe. 
This theme is a main part of many of the world’s 
religion’s and people’s historical records. Holy 
Mountains, as well as the cardinal directions of the 
compass, are a common description all over Earth. 
 Many have shown isolated examples of 
geometry of the stars, planets, lay-lines of ancient sites 
on earth, and cities aligned in star-patterns, mountains 
in the shape of faces and things, even naming 
landmarks for the shape they look like. It is part of our 
nature to look for patterns, and is not a psychological 
defect. 

With the advancements of satellite and aerial 
mapping of the Earth, and the advancements of 
observing and mapping the Heavens, these have given 

people the opportunity to measure our world in a 
reliable way, as opposed to the hand-drawn maps of a 
few short years ago, which may leave doubt. (No 
credit to the internet, though, since their dominance 
comes from the destruction of our city mercantile 
infrastructure, main street mom and dad businesses, 
and the great Map Stores that every small city used to 
have, till only a few years ago. With “free’ maps on 
the internet, this killed the advancement of print maps 
and their availability, leaving few choices. These 
papers will show that all mistakes are meant to be, 
though, so we forgive and learn.) 

Of the many things these findings show, with 
mathematically-sound proof, from the start of the 
discovery process and riddle, is that all the world’s 
local lore, to, the major religious texts and events, and 
names of places, are accurately prophesized in the 
very findings these papers report, supplying a historic 
narrative to the mathematic lines being drawn. 

The story of deciphering these findings, is itself 
one of prophesy fulfillments and pre-planned destiny 
of every one of us (to an extent, for we can choose to 
do wrong to others, or, not do anything, or, to be 
good). 

This is the marriage of Science and Religion, 
and, it is GOD’s revelation, designed to humble 
mankind with HIS mind-expanding concepts, scale, 
details, and message. Forcing people to question all 
conclusions they had previously held as absolute, 
changing society by new facts and knowledge, 
nullifying past religious and political arguments, 
because they were based on half the story. 

This paper will start with the introduction 
evidence, in summary form, which is also the start of 
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the story within the geometry. Every photo and page 
within is a book unto itself.  Once these 
findings are introduced and understood, these and later 
books, volumes, will delve deeper into the details and 
side-stories of this message and riddle of GOD, which 
concludes with GOD’s hilarious insult for all 
mankind, and another riddle for the world to unite and 
solve, as well as acting as an announcement at the 
return of JESUS, GOD’s son, and the world’s Savior, 
and Judgement Day (see old and new testaments and 
other world histories for the complete story).  

  
2. Materials and Methods:  

Using Satellite and Aerial Photograph Maps, in 
Mercator Projection, on printed paper, using the basic 
drafting tools of a 45 degree/90 degree triangle, and a 
30/60/90 degree triangle, a ruler, a protractor, and a 
compass, viewed under natural light and a 100 Watt 
Incandescent lighting. 

The first clues to be solved in this puzzle was the 
geological arrangement of the volcanoes of planet 
Mars, that reveal a geometric equation that divides the 
planet’s circumference into 5 equal parts, plus, two 
other riddles connected to that geometric and the one 
on Earth. My first impressions was that this intelligent 
arrangement was a sign of an advanced civilization, 
attempting to save it’s atmosphere and possibly re-
melt the cooled iron-core, which shut down the 
protective magnetic field, by creating volcanoes, 
possibly from nuclear melt-downs to the core (the 
mantle of Mars is very thick, and the volcanoes 
presence has always been a mystery). I hypothesized 
that they arranged the volcanoes in a geometric pattern 
that also acted as a “we were here” sign, in case their 
plan did not work. This clue was solved on March 
21,22 2013, in Philadelphia, Pa. 

The thought that the Earth’s geology could be 
manipulated was beyond my imagination at the time, 
and I brushed-off the thoughts. 

Looking at a map of North America, to build a 
case for the origin of the southwestern United States 
geological history as being from an impact from 
debree from planet Mars, (probably from the Helles 
Basin Crator on Mars, largest in the solar system, see 
book, Is The Red, Iron-Rich Rock of the Southwest 
U.S. From Mars; Are Cactus From Mars?, by D.B.), 
when was seen a peculiar north/south angular feature 
in Utah, called, ”Combs Ridge”. (This was coupled 
with many strange coincidences and miracles I had 
been having leading up-to and during the Mars 
discoveries and on Earth and Stars.) This lead me to 
think that something divine was going on. 

I mistakingly believed that Combs Ridge was 90 
degrees North of Easter Island (Early publications 
printed this, on a big map, they appear to align). None 
the less, this, and, I felt that the name Easter Island 

and Rapa Nui “Navel of the World” was a clue from 
GOD. A scientific test was in order. So, I got a 
Mercator projection map and put my protractor on 
Easter Island, and I asked myself a Scientific 
Prediction question: If GOD aligned Easter Island, 
then it should also align mathematicaly with another 
known location, such as The Giza Pyramids. Out of 
the park homerun, the Pyramids are 22.5 degrees from 
Easter Island.22.5 is half of 45. That is a math 
exercise. Further, this 22.5 line also passes north of 
Mochu Pichu, Peru, at the center-point of a cross of 
rivers. 

The next Scientific Prediction was that the 22.5 
angle should show in up-close measurements of these 
sites. Sure enough, Easter Island’s southern peninsulas 
and a tiny island align at a 22.5 degree angle. More 
amazing, is the island North and western peninsulas 
align at 22.5 and 67.5 degrees, making the island a 
perfect 45./90 triangle, tilted at half of 45 degrees. 

The same with Macchu Picchu, the river it is 
above, is bent at an exact 90 degree angle, and the 
archeological sites famous Holy Stone sits at 22.5 
degrees to the river-bend right-angle point. By the 
way, the 45 degree from this right angle points to, and 
travels over, the Stonehenge, England Complex. 

The same with the Pyramids of Giza, the plateau 
itself is manipulated into a triangle shape at the same 
angle as the great pyramid from ground-level view,40 
degrees. The geometry of the Plateau is the key to 
unlocking the Geometry of the Pyramids, whose 22.5 
degree line travels under the Sphinx’s right paw. 

The next Scientific Prediction to put to the test is 
that this 22.5 line connecting Easter Island, Macchu 
Picchu, and the Giza Pyramids passes over the Dead 
Sea, or, Salt Sea, the lowest point on Earth, and right 
through the Holy Land. Sure enough, the shores of the 
Salt Sea have the same straight-line appearance of the 
shores of Easter Island, the River of Mocchu Picchu, 
and the Giza Plateau. And, when a ruler is placed on 
these shores, aligning the peninsulas at the 
mathematical angles of everything else. The north 
shore of the Salt Sea is at 4 degrees, which allows the 
other lines to be 67.5 degrees and 90 (this 4 degree 
line has a story all unto itself with many famous sites 
on this line), and it points to the northern-most point 
of the Old Wall of Jerusalem. 

Scientific Prediction tells us that Old Jerusalem 
should have the same patterns as Easter Rapa Nui 
Island, Mocchu Picchu, and Giza, and it sure does. 
Remarkable, is that the Holy Dome of the Rock and 
The Western wall, and, The Dome of the Church of 
Jesus’s Sepulcher, and other Holy sites all align with 
the same angles as the others. This is GOD writing us 
a letter, and Scientific Predictions and the Law of 
Odds, and the basic math, tell us this with surety, 
undebunkable. 
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Scientific Predictions from these facts tell us that 
all the Holy Sites of the World are aligned together, 
and these books show us that this is true. 

90 degrees south of the Giza Plateau, is the one 
of the oldest complexes built by man, Great 
Zimbabwe, and 22.5 degrees from here is the Dine’ 
Holy Mountain At the Center of the World. 90 degrees 
south of that is the eastern-most tip of Easter Island. 
67.5 degrees from Great Zimbabwe is Stonehenge 
Complex in England. The Island of England is tilted at 
exactly 67.5 degrees. The Holy Mountains of China 
align, as does Mecca, Anghor Wat, Amritsar, Lhassa, 
and Moundville, Alabama, and Chicago, everything, 
too many to mention, here.  

With the mathematical alignments of the world’s 
religious Holy sites, and all the history of conflict, this 
unavoidable fact shows that this is all not just a puzzle 
to reveal HIMSELF, it also makes this geometric 
puzzle into a World Peace Plan, which was the 
intention of GOD all along. 
For this mathematical pattern is also seen in the stars, 
the famous constellations, nebulas, galaxies, and the 
entire Cosmos. Which itself has also been prophesised 
by the world’s ancient histories and texts. Further 
telling the story of our uniting and defeating evil. (see 
Sports Prophesies of the Stars for the complete story)  
 
3. Results:  

The repeated mathematical angles of 67.5 
degrees and 22.5 degrees, and other mathematical 
divisors of a 360 degree protractor, first introduced in 
Easter Rapa Nui Island, and displayed uniformly in the 
geology and archeology in all the famous sites from 
around the world, and the cosmos, that match exactly 
to the histories and lore of the very sites the lines pass-
over and connect to, show that this is all the work of 
GOD, an intelligence far beyond our imagination can 
comprehend. And this entity has shaped our geology, 
and even our histories, and movements, and borders, 
all over the world. All in a way that people can 
understand, using simple math and symbolism, in a 
scale that can not be ignored. Using signs created 
billions of years ago, to signs created today. 

 
4. Discussion:  

These papers are just a brief summary of a story 
that will take volumes, and possibly an entire 

library/museum to contain. They not only reveal 
GOD’s message, but open-up an entire new field of 
science and religion study. This paper is but scratching 
the surface of an even greater riddle to solve. The 
more you know, the more intense this message 
becomes. The Astro-radio-burst that arrived at 
Arecibo, Puerto Rico on Aug,17,2017 gives us a clue 
to how this message is both new, and, millions and 
billions of years in the making. (Seeing the evidence 
presented here, one can also say that the Being that 
made all this, could also have easily made all this in 
6,000 years, as well. Perhaps to further baffle our 
greatest scientist.) 

These papers and the evidence GOD constructed, 
show us that our ancient religious texts and stories are 
true, and so are the prophesies in them. The way this 
message is built, with Easter Island at the center and 
start and ending, clearly show that JESUS was GOD’s 
Son, that HE sent to Earth, to teach us how to behave. 
We should all be in fear of GOD, for our world is full 
of inequity, injustice, wars, violence, sex, materialism, 
idol (phone/tech) worship, pollution, and the very 
concept of truth is ignored and smeared. 
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